
Chapter 5527 

 

Seeing that the money was open, Louis saw that the other party handed over 

several hundred yuan. 

He didn’t care to look carefully at how many pieces there were, so he quickly 

withdrew the money, 

Looked around miserably, and then said to Jermo, “Master to be honest, this 

finger pull is not something I can sell as soon as I say it,” 

“It is my elder brother’s thing, and it is for me to wear it,” 

“And it is for me to make a treasure token when I come to pick up people at 

the airport.” 

“Treasure?” 

Jermo frowned slightly. 

It’s not like he hasn’t doubted why there is a magic weapon in the hands of an 

ordinary person. 

If it was just a coincidence that this guy got it, 

And he bought it from him at a slightly higher price, then he was lucky. 

However, this person said that this thing was a token given to him by others, 

Which made Jermo a little vigilant. 

So, he deliberately asked Louis, “Brother,” 



“What is the explanation for this token? Can you tell me?” 

“Hehe,” Louis smiled, and said in a low voice, “My elder brother asked me to 

pick up Hong Kong businessmen here.” 

“Hong Kong businessmen have always been big customers in our antique 

circle,” 

“And there are some gray transactions that are not convenient to explain to 

outsiders,” 

“Just like secret agents. It’s like conveying information, there must be a token.” 

Then, Louis pointed to the signboard, and said with a firm face, 

“I speculate, what Larson Chen on my signboard is a fake at all.” 

“Yes, when Hong Kong businessmen come to buy cultural relics,” 

“They must not use their real names, so they will probably have to rely on the 

token in my hand to confirm whether I am from the family!” 

Louis did not lie to Jermo. 

Ervin himself did not explain things clearly to them, 

And deliberately concealed it and made it ambiguous, leaving them a lot of 

room for speculation. 

Why do you say that there is no confirmation letter when the person will 

arrive?” 

“That must be because you have to be careful and be cautious! 



Besides, why do you have to wear a finger wrench from a death pit when you 

pick someone up?” 

“That must be the key to letting the Hong Kong businessman identify the 

authenticity of the connector as agreed! 

Besides, why would you want to wear a life-threatening wrench? 

Then maybe this Ervin hooked up with the tomb robbers, 

And now he is thinking of helping those people sell their stolen goods! 

Louis also felt that no matter which dynasty the thing from the life pit is, 

As long as it is dug up and not handed in, it is illegal. 

If it is dug out and not handed in, and it is secretly traded by itself, 

It will be an extra crime, Ervin is so much willing to give him and his friend 

three thousand labor fees a day. 

This proves that he must be planning a big deal, and he doesn’t care about 

such a small amount of money at all! 

It is precisely because of the space for these imaginations that Louis firmly 

believes, 

That his judgment must be correct, and he has definitely grasped Ervin’s veins! 

Jermo was also a little tangled at this time. 

On the one hand, he felt that this thing might be fraudulent, 

And on the other hand, after hearing what Louis just said, 



He also felt that this fcuking gang was a gang that provided one-stop services 

for tomb robbery, 

Processing and selling stolen goods. 

Thinking of this, he deliberately asked tentatively, 

“Brother, do you dare to ask, is your big brother a professional antique 

maker?” 

“Yes!” Louis said without thinking, “He has been in the antique business for 

twenty or thirty years,” 

“Definitely no stealing and cheating,” 

“He is proficient in all kinds of antique calligraphy and painting!” 


